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DIFFERENTIATING THE METRIC [INTERNATIONAL STANDARD]
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DIFFERENTIATING THE METRIC .[INTERNATIONAL STANDARD]
SCREW FROM THE WHITWORTH {THREAD] SCREW

L

- COMMUNIST CHINA [Following is the translation of an article
written by hX I-hui, in Ta-kunp; Pao. Peiping,
5 September I960, page 3.]
A threaded nail Is a screw.

It can be inter-chang-

ed with another screw and can be taken off easily.
joins parts of a machine together.

It

It is not only widely

used in the machine production industry but also very
commonly used in tools of our daily life.
China is now promoting the use of international
standard screws (threaded bolts).

The standards proclaim-

ed by the Government for screws, threaded bolts, and screw
• nuts and the standards proclaimed by ministries for screw
threads are based on the metric system and not the Whitworth system.

However, owing to old habits and the need

to maintain and repair old machines, screws of the metric
and the Whitworth systems are still on sale in markets.
L.

The basic difference between the metric and the
1

t

x

- Whitworth screws Is in ths screw threads.

These that have*

metric standard threads are called metric screws, while
those that have Whitvorth standard threads are called
tfhitworth screws,
• According to specifications of government proclaim-,
ed standards, metric screw threads are divided into several categories, namelyj basic metric screw threads» and
the fine metric No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 screw threads.
Generally, the screws used for joining parts together are
basic metric screw threads.

Those used in automobiles

and airplanes are mostly fine metric Ho. 1'screw threads.
Screws of fine metric Mo«, 2.t No. 3 or No. 4 screw threads
are seldom used. . The basic cross-section of metric screw
threads (Including all categories of fine screw threads)
is in the shape of an equilateral triangle, with a thread
angle of 60°; at the top and bottom of the thread is a
small flat surface (the part cut off from the pointed end
is equal to 1/8 of the height of the original triangle),
and the space between the threads is calculated In MM.
There Is a definite relationship between the thread space
and the external diameter of the threads (representing the
diameter of the) screw or threaded bolt),
Whitworth ear-ew threads are generally referred to
as threads made according to British

tt

Wei~shlhH [Whitworth]

'standards.

These thr^s B;re» ,ü1 vid^d into rough (common

—«

thread) and fine thread» ' The basic cpos.s~33cti.cn la an
isosceles triangle.

Tba British. Whitvorth screw threads

have a thread angle of 55°, at the top and bottom of the
< thread

is a round angle, and the thread space is calculat-

ed on the basis of nntber of threads per loob.«

In addi-

tion, there is a Soviet standard based on the British
standard, of screw threads, the thread angle and thread
space (the number of threads per inch) are similar to the
Whitworth screw threadu, 'but the Soviet standard differs
from the British in that it has a small flat, surface at
the top and bottom of tbe thread instead of a round angle,
The diameter of the British serew thread has & definite
relationship to the mother of threads per In eh,
Tae specifications for metric screws are shown as?
diameter (D) x thread space (S) x length (L), and prefix
the di&seter with an "MÄt

Baaic-metric-sorew-threaded

screws are the aiost ooHitaonly used, but its thread space
is generally omitted in the specifications: for instanoe,
diameter D10MM and length L30MM.

Sesi-roimdhoaded basic-

metric™ screw- threaded screws are v-ritiea as MlOxtO»

If

the screws are of the No. 1 fino thrsad category, it is
written as MlOxIxjiO.

If 1--

^'.M

-ritten as

1GX30MM,

it

woulö be incorrect, oeoanae this doe? not show whether

f~the screws are of the basic thread or the fine thread

i

category, and thia is also against the government's unified
regulations«
The British specifications for screws are shown as ■
,; diameter x length.

Both are calculated in inches.

For

^

instance, a semi-rmiaä headed screw £Mxl*s this nseann
that the diameter of this screw Is | of an Inch and the
length is one inch.

Because the most commonly used Brit-

ish screws are of the rough thread type» there la no need
to specify it.

But, if fine thread screws are to he used,

then "fine thread*1 must be added after the* specification
of length.

For instance, £wxl", fins thread»

Setae peo«

pie write length first and diameter last ast.j. x% .

i.us

is incorrect.
According to government regulations, all screws and
threaded holts must be made according to metric standards.
In making designs for new products, metric screws must be
used.

British-made screws are used only for the mainten-

ance and repair of old tiachiQes.

In their desire to pro-

mote the use of metric screws, some people have written
the diameter and length of British made screws (threaded
bolts) in MM, such as changing 5/16 inch x 1 Inch British
made screw into "S^MM*.

This is a mistake«

In actual inspection and application, how can metrlo
•-• screws (threaded holts) and British-made screws (threaded'
"4

' bolts) h-~- (liffa,c"^r:;:'. ■■:'.j-'"?

•??■/■; r*.^oluat astend iss.

{1} to use the a or®-» thread indicator tc decide the
differences
■ The screw thread ißdieator (see figure below)

1B

also called the thread space indicator or thread angle

J

indicator»

It la made of a type of this steel plate«,

i
It

•coses in a set and is the most simple tool to distinguish.
screw threads.

Or, each indicatora the exact metrio screw

thread measurement is ©ngrared arid the correspond tog miaifoar
of"threads of the British standard.

When the indicator is

set on the screw to be tested and if it fits exactly cnto
the threads of the screw, .this will Indicate whether the
so raw' is of the raetric or British. ßtsxdard«.

•

(2) to use a threaded ring or screw rrut to decide
the differences
The external appearance of a threaded ring is like
a -wand . ser&v nut«,

Thar© are two types, one that can

be screwed through the other end of the screw» which is
knwoa SB' the

ff

through, end threaded riagw, while the other

typs is one that cannot be screwed through, the other end
of tha screw, and is known as the
ed ringw.
surface«,

w

tsot through end thread-

A standardised ffleasurosessnt is engraved on the
If the ring is put

OB

a screw that has a aisiilar

diameter» and if the ring .car» he screwed on the threads

L

J
§•

freely. :t v5.ll ir^icat- yhoxber ti: 16 screw i.£ of the
metric or British standard.
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